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Homaira Farooq
EDF Inc. R&D Center
4300 El Camino Real, Suite 210
Los Altos , CA 94022
Phone: +1 (650) 949-1430

• Registration opens at 12pm on Tuesday 29th 
• Registration fees are $395 pp., see http://caffeet.org for more detailed information 
• Discount for students undertaking a university program
• Participants are responsible for their own travel and lodging costs

http://www.caffeet.org #CaFFEET
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CaFFEET is an annual event held over 2 days 
and organized by EDF, the French Consulate 
in San Francisco and PRIME. Its aim is to 
promote exchanges of technical and scientific 
knowledge in the field of energy efficiency 
and renewable energy between France and 

California, two major low-carbon economies. 
Each year, CaFFEET gathers numerous 
international experts and leaders from 
utilities,   corporations, start-ups, research 
centers and academic institutes.

To fight the global threat of climate 
change, federal and local governments 
chart ambitious sustainability goals. These 
goals will only be achieved if a significant 
increase of the share of renewables, mainly 
wind and solar,  takes place in the energy 
mix.  The fifth offering of CaFFEET will 
address the challenges and opportunities 

related to this new paradigms. The 
role of state-of-the-art technologies 
and innovative solutions, as well as its 
effectiveness on renewable integration, will 
be discussed throughout  panel sessions 
conducted by worldwide recognized 
experts and start-ups in this domain.

• A technology showcase for start-ups to 
present innovative solutions

• 5 keynotes / 3 panels (see below)

• Great networking opportunities
• Dinner, Cocktail & Happy Hour closing 

party

Who should attend?

Program

Corporation / utility

Academic

Start-ups

Scope & Objective

In this session we will 
investigate state of 
the art forecasting 
software and 
technologies that 
enable  Wind  and  Solar 
operators to reduce 
uncertainty in power 
production, allowing 
a better production 
planning and 
operation, reduced 

You are a corporation or utility, operating renewable energy portfolios. You are 
invited to present your experience and challenges through disruptive case studies. 
Seeking disruptive innovations? You will meet with top researchers and startups who 
will bring sustainable innovation to your business and make your assets smarter!

You are a researcher involved with renewable energy management. You 
will have the opportunity to promote your research program and results to 
corporate companies and utilities who are looking for innovative approaches.

You are an innovative company or start up developing innovative solutions to manage the 
integration of renewables; you will get the opportunity to pitch your solutions in front of 
potential business partners, customers or investors. 

In this session we 
will investigate the 
opportunities brought 
by the large integration 
of RE in the electric grid; 
in particular, ancillary 
services (e.g. frequency 
and voltage control). 
There will be a thorough 
analysis of the control 
solutions (smart/micro 
inverters, data analytic 
tools, visualization) 
that provide better 
understanding/status of 
the electric system.

In this session we will 
introduce promising 
solutions to support 
the most cost 
effective operation 
and maintenance 
of Wind and Solar 
systems: predictive 
maintenance tools and 
analytics, augmented 
reality and many types 
of sensors. 

RE  Generation 
Forcasting

Data for advanced 
control

Innovative trends in 
O&M

The list of technologies and innovations of particular interest includes:
advanced sensors, data analytics tools, visualization techniques, 

drones, weather forcasting.


